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In the 1970s and 1980s, 
the U.S. Air Force and its 
contractors experimented 
with packing a 400-kW 
gas-dynamic laser 
into a military-grade 
Boeing 707.
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Sed min cullor si deresequi rempos magnis eum explabo. Ut 
et hicimporecum sapedis di aut eum quiae nonem et adi.
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Cutaway view of the 
NKC-135 Airborne Laser 

Laboratory aircraft. 
U.S. National Archives / 
Kirtland AFB, N.M., USA
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Editor’s Note: In his new book Lasers, Death Rays, and the Long, Strange Quest for the Ultimate Weapon (Prometheus 
Books, 2018), OSA Fellow and frequent OPN contributor Jeff Hecht tells the story of directed-energy weapons, from their 
earliest incarnations in myth and science fiction to efforts to create battle-ready devices in the wake of the laser’s invention. 
In this lightly edited excerpt from the book, Hecht recounts the history of the Airborne Laser Laboratory, a 1970s-to-early-
1980s effort to press the recently invented CO2 laser into service. In the previous decade, he notes, problems scaling up 
existing lasers to battle-relevant power levels had nearly caused military-laser efforts to run aground. “Then,” Hecht writes, 
“a rocket scientist had a brainstorm.”

A
rthur Kantrowitz, born in 1913 in New 
York City, had started out to be a physicist, 
but the Great Depression diverted him 
to fluid dynamics. Later he went back to 
complete a doctorate under Edward Teller 

at Columbia, then joined the Cornell University faculty. 
In 1954 he had a fateful cocktail chat with a U.S. Air 
Force officer and the president of the Avco Corporation 
about the difficulty of engineering nuclear warheads 
to withstand reentry into the atmosphere in order to 
strike their targets.

Kantrowitz boasted that he could solve the problem 
in six months. The Air Force officer ventured that the 
Pentagon would pay to solve that problem, and Avco 
offered to support the lab. Thus was born the Avco 
Everett Research Laboratory at an old tire warehouse 
that Kantrowitz picked for its proximity to MIT, Harvard, 
and good sailing.

His effort was a huge success, leading to the abla-
tive coverings still used on space capsules returning to 
Earth, as well as on ballistic missiles. It gave Kantrowitz 
a reputation as a wizard of the world of fluid and gas 
flow, important in a wide range of fields …

After hearing a talk by [future OSA Honorary 
Member] Charles Townes, Kantrowitz wondered how 

he might be able to use gas dynamics to extract more 
power from a laser. The answer came from the dis-
covery of a new type of laser in 1963 by [future OSA 
Fellow] C. Kumar N. Patel, a young physicist at Bell Labs. 
Most previous lasers had emitted light when electrons 
changed their energy levels in atoms. Patel used carbon 
dioxide, a molecule that can emit light when its three 
atoms change how they vibrate or rotate.

It worked quite nicely as a laser with pure carbon 
dioxide, emitting 10 milliwatts. Adding nitrogen made 
a much better laser. “You put the two things together 
and the next day you get 10 watts from the same tube 
that gave you 10 milliwatts before,” Patel said. By mid-
1965 he was up to 200 watts, more power in a continuous 
beam than any other laser on record, and more than 
enough for anything Patel wanted to do at Bell Labs, 
so he moved on to other things.

Toward a “rocket-engine” laser
By then, however, Patel’s laser had caught the eye of Ed 
Gerry, an MIT graduate student working part-time at 
Avco while finishing his thesis, who ran into Kantrowitz’s 
office with a copy of Patel’s first paper on the carbon 
dioxide laser in 1964 … Patel’s carbon dioxide laser 
already had more power than other gas lasers that emit-
ted a steady beam. Although the laser’s output power 
was high, its wavelength was about 10 micrometers, 
deep into the infrared spectrum, about 20 times longer 
than visible light. Fortunately air is reasonably clear at 
that wavelength, so the beam could travel far enough 
through air to be interesting for applications including 
laser weapons.

Kantrowitz decided to try his gas-flow idea on 
the carbon dioxide laser. Initially he thought of both 
zapping the gas with an electric charge, as Patel had, 
as well as using Avco’s expansion technique, but on 
this new laser. But soon Gerry and others at Avco 
realized that expanding a hot gas through nozzles 
into a low-pressure region would produce a large 
enough population inversion to make a laser without 
using electricity. The same idea came independently 
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Arthur Kantrowitz 
in his office at Avco 
Everett Research 
Laboratory.
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The Pentagon had written off gas lasers, so they were stunned 
to discover that the Avco rocket-engine laser was more like a 
flamethrower than a flashlight.

to Nikolai Basov in the Soviet Union and Abraham 
Hertzberg at Cornell.

Avco Everett was a defense contractor, so they were 
looking for lasers powerful enough to kill hard targets 
like ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons. For contin-
uous-output lasers like carbon dioxide, that meant a 
megawatt-class output that could be focused to deliver 
kilojoules of energy per square centimeter on the sur-
face. “Lasers were not that efficient at the time, so you 
needed to get rid of a lot of waste heat. The best way 
to do that was to flow it away, the famous garbage dis-
posal principle,” says Gerry. That is, expand the hot gas 
through a set of nozzles into a laser chamber, extract 
the laser beam out the side, and blow the hot gas out 
of the chamber, taking the heat with it.

The laser worked like a rocket engine, which might 
generate a gigawatt of raw power. “If you could capture 
one percent, or just a tenth of a percent of the energy 
in laser light, you were there” with the megawatt-class 
beam needed for a laser weapon, Gerry said.

What Avco dubbed a gas-dynamic laser was simple. 
They burned a gas called cyanogen to produce a mix-
ture of hot carbon dioxide and nitrogen, which flowed 
through the system, emitting light after the chemical 
reaction. “It was a very simple thing, but not an effi-
cient laser,” says Gerry. That meant only a few tenths 
of a percent of the energy used to generate the flow was 
turned into laser light.

Power rekindles Pentagon interest
Experiments started in a shock tube, then in a series 
of larger combustion-driven lasers. The next step was 
a small combustion-powered laser, then a larger one. 
They produced a good quality beam and record power 
of 10 kilowatts after Gerry accidentally introduced some 
water vapor into the mixture of nitrogen and carbon 
dioxide. By the time their rocket-engine lasers reached 
20 kilowatts, they knew they could reach the power 
needed to use it as a weapon. …

The Pentagon had written off gas lasers, since they 
thought such lasers could not generate the needed 
energy, so they were stunned to discover that the Avco 
rocket-engine laser was more like a flamethrower than a 

flashlight. … The Pentagon classified the breakthrough, 
but ARPA and the Institute for Defense Analyses ini-
tially remained wary of the unfamiliar technology. It 
was part ignorance and part “not invented here,” the 
preference of large organizations for using their ideas.

The agencies asked other contractors to scale up 
electrically powered carbon dioxide lasers based on 
Patel’s design. Those lasers converted more of the input 
power into light, but had no way to get rid of the waste 
heat, and became behemoths. Hughes needed 54 feet 
of tubing to generate 1.5 kilowatts for ARPA. Raytheon 
generated 8.8 kilowatts and claimed 13 percent effi-
ciency but required about 600 feet of tubing. At those 
sizes and power levels, they couldn’t compete with the 
rocket-engine laser.

Progress with rocket-engine lasers soon spoke for 
itself. Avco cranked the power up to an impressive 
138 kilowatts with its MK-5 system in March 1968. 
United Aircraft’s Pratt & Whitney division also got into 
the race, trying to win business from the Air Force, and 
built at its new test facility in West Palm Beach, Florida, 
a laser called XLD-1 that reached 77 kilowatts in April. 
Avco gradually wore down Pentagon committees sent 
to investigate, and their results finally changed minds. 

Kumar Patel with 
his 200-watt laser 
at Bell Labs

Courtesy of Bell Labs
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“The change from the Pentagon refusing and resisting 
to fund anything to everybody wanting to fund it took 
place about five o’clock one evening,” Kantrowitz said. 
“Suddenly all the [armed] services wanted to get us 
under contract.”

***

The Airborne Laser Laboratory
The Air Force Scientific Advisory Board pondered the 
potential of laser weapons for much of 1969 and 1970. In 
the spring of 1971, the group met at Kirtland Air Force 
Base, the home of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. 
With optimism growing about prospects for laser tech-
nology, the board concentrated its discussions on what 
it saw as a young technology with exciting prospects. 
Powers had reached the 100-kilowatt range, reviving 
the excitement about prospects for laser weapons. …

One of the Air Force science advisors, William 
McMillan of UCLA, suggested creating a national labo-
ratory for laser defense modeled after the Manhattan 
Project. In an opening talk Edward Teller urged the Air 
Force to “pay early attention to lasers and the changes 
that the existence of this instrument could bring about.” 
Later he got up and  walked  around,  gesticulating, 
envisioning an undefeatable “great laser battleship in 
the sky,” and proposing a laser development program 
for the 1970s comparable in scale to the U.S. develop-
ment of long-range nuclear missiles in the 1950s. Others 
lauded prospects for developing powerful rocket-engine 
and electric-discharge lasers.

[Lt. Col. Donald] Lamberson, normally a great fan 
of lasers, wound up as a voice of moderation, warn-
ing that any laser program should be a systematic one 
based on sound technology. He opposed “Manhattan 

or multi-hundred megabuck programs” 
until the technology was ready. He 
spoke partly from his knowledge of the 
state of laser development and partly 
from concern that such plans would 
take the laser program away from the 
weapons lab.

In the end, the panel favored 
Lamberson’s moderation and recom-
mended a more modest project that 
became the Airborne Laser Laboratory 
at the weapons lab. The roots of that 
project trace back to a 1967 discussion 
between two officers at the weapons lab 

with very different backgrounds. Lieutenant Colonel 
Howard W. Leaf was a fighter pilot who had moved up 
the chain of command to “fly a desk” in the research 
bureaucracy. First Lieutenant [and future OSA Fellow] 
Petras V. Avizonis was a Lithuanian-born Ph.D. in 
physical chemistry with an interest in lasers inspired 
by a talk by Charles Townes.

Leaf wanted to give pilots more firepower, particu-
larly on otherwise defenseless Airborne Warning and 
Control System (AWACS) radar planes, and thought that 
“bits and pieces” of laser technology being developed 
at the weapons lab could be demonstrated on an air-
borne test bed. Avizonis liked the idea, and it became 
part of an advanced development plan.

Nothing happened at first, but the Air Force did put 
the weapons lab in charge of its laser weapons program. 
Lamberson took over the weapons lab laser program in 
March 1969. He brought an enthusiasm for lasers and a 
willingness to tackle a tough technological challenge. 
He also brought a range of talents. He knew the sci-
ence, knew the technology very well, and also was a 
very good manager and very good leader. He also had 
a gift for finding very bright people and helping them 
work together. He would need all those skills.

Demanding specs
Lamberson had already gotten [an earlier project,] the 
Triservice Laser, up and running. Like other rocket-
engine lasers, it was a complex array of pipes, valves, and 
nozzles feeding into the low-pressure cavity where the 
beam was generated. Yet it was set firmly on the ground 
in a laboratory, with beam-directing optics tacked on.

The Airborne Laser Laboratory was also a test bed, 
but its goal was much more ambitious: a system-level 
test of the feasibility of building a laser weapon into an 

U.S. National Archives / Kirtland AFB, N.M., USA

Air-to-air view of an 
NKC-135 Airborne 
Laser Laboratory 

over the test range. 
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The first step was to prepare a military version of a Boeing 707 
airliner to house a carbon dioxide rocket-engine laser powerful 
enough to be lethal and small enough to fit into the plane.

airplane. That meant the laser and all the equipment 
needed to zap targets had to operate in a constantly 
vibrating environment.

The first step was to prepare a military version of 
a Boeing 707 airliner to house a carbon dioxide rocket-
engine laser emitting about 400 kilowatts, powerful 
enough to be lethal and small enough to fit into the 
plane. It also required a fire-control system to identify 
and track targets, and optics to focus the beam onto 
the target. They couldn’t use glass optics; they needed 
materials that reflected or transmitted at the laser’s 
10-micrometer wavelength. They also had to install 
a movable turret to point the beam at remote targets. 
And it all had to work together.

The modified plane was delivered at the start of 1973, 
and tests of the optical and aircraft systems began with 
a lower-power laser emitting at the same wavelength, 
as Pratt & Whitney started building a laser that could 
fit into the plane. It took years to squeeze the laser into 
the plane, where the laser occupied the front third of 
the interior behind the pilot; the power supply and 
fuel occupied the middle, and the rear third held 1970s 
vintage computers and control systems. Customizing 
the plane to fit the laser required cutting holes and 
changing it so much that people worried if it could fly 
properly. Odd vibrations plagued the plane on early 
flights. Everything had to be assessed and adjusted to 
fix what was misbehaving. The Air Force got the laser-
laden plane off the ground in 1978 for a photo, but it 
still needed work.

The seasoned traveler takes aircraft vibrations for 
granted. Optical systems don’t. They include sensi-
tive machinery that must stay carefully aligned for 
the laser to work properly. Constant vibrations can 
work things loose, and planes vibrate constantly in 
the air. The vibrations made the laser beam jitter and 
drift off target.

Getting the laser beam through the air proved to be 
a problem. Designers had chosen the carbon dioxide 
version of the rocket-engine laser because it was the 
most powerful type available in the early 1970s. But 
its 10-micrometer carbon dioxide wavelength did not 
travel well. Water vapor absorbed it and so did carbon 

Laser Engineer Capt. Richard Underdown inspects the gas 
dynamic laser after installation aboard an NKC-135 air-
borne laser laboratory during flight. 
U.S. National Archives / Kirtland AFB, N.M., USA

Interior view of the laser device compartment aboard an NKC-
135 airborne laser laboratory aircraft. The laser device is in 
the foreground and the laser fuel tanks are in the background. 
U.S. National Archives / Kirtland AFB, N.M., USA
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dioxide molecules in the air, and that absorption heated 
the air, bending or dispersing the beam.

The optics could only focus light onto targets within 
a few kilometers of the plane, too short a distance for 
many potential missions. The metal mirrors absorbed 
so much heat from the high-powered beam that they 
had to be cooled with flowing water. The powerful 
laser beam ignited dust particles, producing “fireflies” 
in the air, tracing the path of the invisible beam. The 
beam also burnt dust on optical surfaces, heating and 
damaging them, so some parts had to be assembled 
and serviced in clean rooms.

The iron laws of the military bureaucracy also 
forced a change of management as crucial tests were 
coming. After an exceptionally long nine years on 
the job, Lamberson was promoted to brigadier gen-
eral on February 2, 1978, and had to move on because 
the head of the laser program had to be a colonel. He 
had grown the job from a group of 25 people with a 
$6.5 million budget to a team of 350 and a budget of 
$86.8 million. The challenge was to shoot down mov-
ing targets from the air.

A high-stakes demo
On September 4, 1980, the weapons lab reported that 
all vital hardware worked, and the laser could produce 
light, although it had not yet emitted a beam. Some issues 
remained. Running gas through the laser produced 

thrust that pushed the aircraft’s nose up at high alti-
tudes, but the pilot could compensate. The cooling 
system ran a bit hotter than desired. The big question 
left was if optical-system vibrations would throw off 
beam alignment, but that could only be answered by 
going ahead with the next round of tests to see if the 
Airborne Laser Laboratory could shoot down a mis-
sile and a drone. 

The pressure was high. The program itself would 
be in danger if the laser couldn’t bag a target soon. A 
round of ground tests found leaks in the cooling sys-
tem, so equipment had to be removed, repaired, and 
reinstalled. Ronald Reagan’s defeat of Jimmy Carter in 
November added to the time pressure. That meant that 
Hans Mark, a staunch advocate of the Airborne Laser 
Laboratory, would be out of his job as Air Force secre-
tary when the new administration arrived in January. 
He and another program advocate, Senator Harrison 
Schmitt, were scheduled for a visit on January 15, so 
the weapons lab rushed to show them the laser firing 
a high-powered beam from inside the plane. For over 
a week in early January, three shifts of workers worked 
around the clock to set up the laser.

The weapons lab planned two test firings the day 
before the planned visit, but both had to be stopped 
prematurely because of gas-flow problems. The sec-
ond fired a beam from the laser into the open air, an 
important first. But it also damaged a critical mirror that 

Cutaway view of interior 
compartments and equipment 
aboard the NKC-135 Airborne 

Laser Laboratory aircraft.

U.S. National Archives / Kirtland AFB, N.M., USA
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The Airborne Laser Laboratory generated a long list of valuable 
lessons learned. One of the most important was that rocket-
engine lasers were not ready to meet battlefield requirements.

could not be replaced in time to repeat the demonstra-
tion the next day. Both Mark and Schmitt understood 
that the previous day’s experiment had been a partial 
success, but the weapons lab team was disappointed.

Another round of private tests followed, and a cru-
cial demonstration was scheduled for late May 1981 at 
Edwards Air Force Base in California. Their goal was 
to shoot down a missile with the plane in the air. That 
required keeping the beam focused for two to four sec-
onds on the nose of a missile three to five kilometers 
away. Although the laser could generate 400 kilowatts, 
only about 75 kilowatts were expected to reach the 
target, making it harder to destroy the target. Officials 
were optimistic, but everything had to go just right.

Bad weather spoiled results on the first of three days 
of planned tests. On the second day, the beam briefly 
hit the target when the laser ran for 1.2 seconds. On 
the final day, the laser locked on the missile for the full 
1.8 seconds that it ran, but it did not stay long enough 
on the right spot to report a “kill.”

Had the tests been conducted in secret, the weapons 
lab would have quietly noted the lessons learned and 
come back to try another day. But this test was public, 
and the press reported that the laser had flunked the 
test. The Air Force was annoyed, but they shouldn’t 
have been surprised. Movie death rays always worked 
for the good guys, but in the real world Murphy’s Law 
held that something would always go wrong. I called a 
colonel I knew at the Pentagon in mid-1981 to ask what 
was next, and he said I wouldn’t hear anything until 
the Airborne Laser Laboratory shot something down.

That would take two years. Pentagon brass minced 
no words with Airborne Laser Laboratory program 
manager Colonel Jerry Janicke after he briefed them 
before planned tests at Edwards Air Force Base in 
May 1983: “Don’t embarrass us, and get it done.” After 
a series of test shots, Airborne Laser Laboratory shot 
down its first two missiles on May 26. They could finally 
report success.

A shift in focus
On September 26, 1983, the Airborne Laser Laboratory 
shot down its final target. The laser beam hit its drone 

target three times in a row, but only on its final shot did 
it do enough damage to prevent the drone from complet-
ing its mission. In his book Airborne Laser: Bullets of Light, 
Air Force historian Robert Duffner wrote, “The final 
shoot-down still was an extremely important first step 
in proving that it was scientifically feasible to engineer 
and use a complex laser system to destroy aerial targets.” 
The shoot-down was a proof of principle. If everything 
went just right, the Airborne Laser Laboratory could 
shoot down a relatively vulnerable target.

However, that final test was far from a demonstra-
tion of a practical weapon system. The Airborne Laser 
Laboratory was not the ultimate weapon for the battle-
field. It was too bulky, too inefficient, too finicky, and too 
maintenance-intensive to be a practical weapon. Even 
when it worked, it could not reliably deliver the full 
power of the beam onto a target. The air absorbed too 
much light at the carbon dioxide laser’s 10-micrometer 
wavelength, not only reducing the power transmitted 
but also deflecting much of the light away from the 
target. However, the Airborne Laser Laboratory had 
generated a long list of valuable lessons learned.

One of the most important of those lessons was that 
rocket-engine lasers were not ready to meet military 
requirements in the battlefield. … [T]he Air Force decided 
to turn away from developing battlefield lasers. They 
“orderly terminated” the program, gradually winding it 
down to keep the Airborne Laser Laboratory available 
for further tests if needed for a few years. In the end, 
nobody wanted it enough to pay the $85–$148 million 
that would be required to get it ready for further tests. 
On May 4, 1988, now Major General Lamberson and 
hundreds of others came to watch the Airborne Laser 
Laboratory take off from New Mexico to fly to the Air 
Force Museum in Dayton, Ohio. It is now in storage. OPN

Jeff Hecht (jeff@jeffhecht.com) is an OSA Fellow and free-
lance writer who covers science and technology.

This article is excerpted from Lasers, Death Rays, 
and the Long, Strange Quest for the Ultimate Weapon 
by Jeff Hecht (Prometheus Books, 2019). Reprinted 
with permission of the publisher. References can be 
found at www.osa-opn.org/link/air-laser-lab.


